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Publisher's Note: Products purchased from Third Party sellers are not guaranteed by the
publisher for quality, authenticity, or access to any online entitlements included with the
product.The most complete and current guide to architectural acoustics principles and
practicesDesign and construct audiophile-quality sonic environments of all sizes--from home
theaters and project studios to large-scale recording studios. Thoroughly revised to include new
acoustical design techniques, Master Handbook of Acoustics, Sixth Edition, explains the art and
science of room acoustics and architecture by combining theoretical instruction with matter-of-
fact engineering advice.Written by renowned experts in the field and refined through several
editions, this fully updated classic describes the fundamentals of acoustical properties, as well
as the latest solutions to acoustical problems. Throughout, this authoritative text provides clear
explanations, describes hands-on techniques, and features numerous room designs that can be
built as presented, or adapted to your particular needs.Understand how sound waves travel in
free fields and in enclosed spacesLearn how human sound perception and psychoacoustics
affect room designCalculate and predict reflections, reverberation times, and room
modesPerform acoustical measurements and site surveys, and choose construction
materialsDesign, build, and install treatment modules to optimize early reflections, reverberation,
and diffusionDesign and build home theaters, home studios, control rooms, recording studios,
and other acoustically sensitive spacesReduce HVAC noise levels, and achieve excellent sound
isolation with proven wall, window, and door designsUnderstand the acoustics of auditoriums
and concert hallsUtilize the supplied cost-effective plans and specifications for a variety of
recording and listening rooms

From Library JournalMany works for amateur astronomers emphasize the use of telescopes, but
this book shows the wealth of astronomical work that can be done with binoculars. Relegating
technical details on binoculars to appendixes, Harrington, a freelance astronomy writer,
introduces the reader to the solar system, stars, galaxies, and nebulae in general. He then
provides a constellation-by-constellation survey, providing data on the most view-worthy deep-
sky objects visible through binoculars. Throughout the book, the author carefully and
consistently notes the capabilities and limitations of binoculars. Strongly recommended for
public and academic libraries.- Jack W. Weigel, Univ. of Michigan Lib., Ann ArborCopyright 1990
Reed Business Information, Inc.From the PublisherThis comprehensive work takes you on a
personal tour of the universe using nothing more than a pair of binoculars. More comprehensive
than any book currently available, it starts with Earth's nearest neighbor, the moon, and then
goes on to explore each planet in the solar system, asteroids, meteors, comets and the sun.
Following this, the reader is whisked away into deep space to explore celestial bodies including



stars that are known and many sights less familiar. The final chapter includes a detailed atlas of
deep-sky objects visible through binoculars. The appendices include guidance on how to buy,
care for and maintain astronomical binoculars, tips and hints on using them, and detailed
information on several home-made binocular mounts.
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Joshua Lutz, “Audio engineering refresher plus studio building authoritive read. As a
conservatory graduated audio engineer, the applied science here in the first half of the book is a
great refresher from class, providing a thorough course on sound, amplitude, waveforms,
frequencies and the like. The latter part of the book is a great resource on how to construct
baffles, floating walls and floors, HVAC Baffles, etc. This book is a known authority on these
subject matters. A must read for home studio builders as well! Proving that a studio build is 80%
planning and 20% construction. a small 1" hole in your build is equal to no wall at all. All sound
needs is a tiny vulnerability and you might as well have not built anything at all.”

CLAUS KENNETH LARSEN, “Good for every acoustician. Full of handy details and
recommendations along with a comprehensive theory description”

Ray Finkle, “Not for the faint of heart, but crammed full of valuable info.. Wow. This book is a
brain melter. I want to learn about acoustics to properly build recording and mix rooms. This
book is heavy on theory, math, practice, experience, science...it's a lot. I love it though. I feel like
I could read this book for a decade and still not absorb all the info. A lot of it is not practical for
my situation, but that's fine. I'd rather have it and not need it than need it and not have it. A good
starting place, but if you're just trying to build a better room, this book is not where I'd start, or
stop.  Still an amazing resource though.”

Andres & La Electeoband, “Vale oro este material.. Este libro es una gran compra es muy
extenso pero vale la pena tomarse el tiempo para leerlo. Vale oro.”

Elvis P., “Wow, more info then college. Now, this book is something else. The fine detail of the
knowledge in this entire piece is unreal for the money. I didn’t expect to know so much after
reading this. So much info. Must read it a couple times.”

Ronald, “Good but lacks practical details.. The book is really loaded with usefull information, not
only about acoustics but also about our perception of hearing/However it is frustrating when he
explains (for example) how to make tube traps from cement pipes, but gives no details of the
dimensions. So he takes up so far and then he does not give suficient details of how to complete
the job.One star less for lack of details.”

Dallas Jaegers, “Tools to create pure flawless energizing music!. This book provides a design to
create and restore the innocent contagiously exciting experience of playing a perfect virgin vinyl
disc for the first time. This book will teach you how to unlock and release all the lost data that is
available.. It will combine all the presence of the original performance that slowly disappeared
and was forgotten over time.”



Howi, “In depth study of acoustics!. This book is ideal for the individual who has never had
interest in the physics of sound! It goes from 101 all the way to a 600 level class! The scenarios
covered in this book encompass almost every possible common shape of a room or facility
except for odd shapes such as ovals and circles. The knowledge imparted in this book will help
any one improve the sound of their space when implemented . This is a textbook so don't expect
novel like story telling. Study this and you are on your way to being an acoustician!”

Ben Tyreman, “Great updates! worth the money This book was already .... Great updates! worth
the moneyThis book was already a standard in acoustics and a 'must have' for anyone learning
acoustics, psychoacoustics and sound isolation, however this version adds some useful
updates relivant for modern times such as the home studio, with recommended guides that have
proven very useful for me in my home studio.I have also used the information provided to help
build a better door for my studio and to help isolate my brothers flat from noise by building the
recommended stud wall design, it goes into great detail and it was extremely useful and
practical. It takes a good understanding of the basics but for me the book was worth every
penny.”

Roberts, “informative. Really nice. I needed to clarify some some questions regarding
soundproofing and this book was brilliant - not only covers a lot of areas of acoustics but has
real examples of different cross-sections for wall design and actual measured acoustic
performance!”

reading geek, “Good gift. This was a gift, so I cannot really comment beyond saying that the
recipient says it was good”

Mr D.W. Bond, “Attempting to learn.. This is an excellent book aimed at those doing some
serious study in acoustics, perhaps to degree standard. I made this purchase for my interest in
dedicated home audio room design and acoustics. Much of the book is beyond me.”

The book by F. Alton Everest has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 235 people have provided feedback.
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